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Abstract. Classical content-based recommender systems (CB) help
users to find preferred items in overloaded search spaces, comparing items
descriptions with user profiles. However, classical CBs do not take into
account that user preferences may change over time influenced by the
user context. This paper propounds to consider context-awareness (CA)
in order to improve the quality of recommendations, using contextual
information obtained from streams of status updates in microblogging
platforms. A novel CA-CB approach is proposed, which provides context awareness recommendations based on topic detection within the
current trend interest in Twitter. Finally, some guidelines for the implementation, using the Map Reduce paradigm, are given.
Keywords: Content-based · Recommender system · Context-aware
recommendation · User profile contextualization · Map-reduce
paradigm

1

Introduction

In recent years, information in world wide web (www) scenarios have experienced a huge increase, which causes that users need to dedicate great effort to
find relevant information in www search spaces. Recommender systems (RS)
are useful tools to help users in these scenarios, providing successful results in
e-business [1], e-learning [2], e-tourism [3], e-commerce [4], etc.
There are different RS approaches. The most popular are collaborative filtering (CF) [5] and content-based RS (CB) [6]. CF is based on user behavior,
considering that users with similar profiles could like similar items; while CB is
based on item content, recommending items that are similar to such ones that the
user liked in the past. There are other recommendation techniques depending on
the knowledge source [7]: demographic, knowledge-based, community-based, etc.
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Moreover, hybrid approaches take advantage of benefits of some techniques to
overcome the drawbacks of other ones. Recently, another important knowledge
source in RSs is the user’s context. In this way, context-aware (CA) recommendation approaches [8] are focused on context information, recommending items
relevant to user needs that change over time.
In this paper, a novel context-aware content-based (CA-CB) recommendation
method is proposed, which improves traditional CBs applying context awareness
based on topic detection within current trend interest. There are previous works
that integrate contextual information to CB recommendations [7,9,10]. Our proposal is to consider current trend interests, coming from microblogging services,
such as Twitter, to build a new CA-CB recommendation method. An important step in this method is to remove noise in contextual information, caused
by words that share the same lexical root. In this way, it is necessary to cluster
context, identifying topics to build a contextualized user profile. Moreover, given
that microblogging systems generate data at a high rate, a MapReduce approach
[11] has been considered in our proposal in order to manage big data.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 provides a background
of CB, CA and MapReduce, Sect. 3 presents our proposal of CA-CB recommendation method, Sect. 4 introduces some patterns for the implementation, and
finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, a background of related works is included, about CB, CA and
MapReduce approaches.
2.1

Content-Based Recommender Systems

Regarding the item representation, there are different CB approaches. One of
the most popular is the free-text representation, where each item is described by
means of unstructured data, for example, the content of a web page, a news article or a movie synopsis. Commonly, TFIDF technique [12] is applied, converting
the unstructured data in data stemming words [13]. In this way, the quantity of
terms is considerably reduced, unifying words with the same root, for example:
recommend, recommender, recommendation, etc.
Equations 1 and 2 show the calculation of a vector of weights of terms, considering their importance in the document,
idf
= {tft,d ∗ idft
prof iletf
d

idft = − log

!

|N |
|Nt |

s.t.
"

t ∈ d}

(1)

(2)

being tft,d the number of occurrences of term t in document d, N the set of all
documents and Nt the set of documents that contain the term t at least once.
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This set of vectors defines a term space, more specifically, a matrix of weights
of terms (columns) for each document (rows). However, the term space can be
excessively wide and sparse. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [6] is a technique
commonly used to overcome this problem. In LSA, the term-document matrix is
factorized with Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to reduce it to orthogonal
dimensions and keep the f most relevant singular values.
T F IDF(|D|×|T |) = U(|D|×f ) ∗ s(f ) ∗ V(ft ×|T |)

(3)

At this point, we have a reduced feature space that replaces the wide term
space, where each document has a new profile expressed in the new feature space.
Then, user profiles are built through a linear combination of document profiles
of items that users liked in the past [14,15] and finally, the system recommends
those items more similar to the user profile.
2.2

Context-Aware Recommender Systems

User’s context is another source of information which can be considered in recommendations, in order to provide more suitable results. F. Ricci [16] appointed
that users’ circumstances have an important influence in the users’ behavior
while any decision making activity. Therefore, CA recommendations will be more
accurate and interesting for users, adapted to their context.
Traditional RSs try to approximate a function R applied to a two-dimensional
space R : U ser×Item → Rating in order to make predictions. In contrast, in CA
RSs, the function is applied to a three-dimensional space U ser×Item×Context.
Depending on the moment when context is considered, three classes of CA
approaches can be distinguished [17]: (i) pre-filtering, when the system selects
only information relative to the current context, (ii) post-filtering, if item predictions are modified regarding the specific context of the users, filtering out
the items which are not according to the context, and (iii) contextual modeling,
when the contextual information is integrated in the recommendation model.
The purpose of the pre-filtering and post-filtering approaches is to reduce
the problem of the CA three-dimensional recommendation function to a twodimensional one, to solve it with traditional RS. However, the third CA approach
suggests to integrate the contextual information in the recommendation model.
2.3

MapReduce Paradigm

Scalability is one of the main challenges to deal when facing big data problems.
MapReduce [11] is a paradigm that makes possible to process big data in an
scalable way, becoming one of the most popular paradigms for parallelization in
general purpose applications. There are two main operations: map and reduce:
– Map: this operation takes an input given as a set of <key, value> pairs,
transform it in another set of <key2, value2> pairs, group all pairs that have
the same key and redistributes the work.
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– Reduce: this operation combines pairs by key, applies some aggregation function and produces a smaller pair set.
Apache Spark [18] is one of the most popular MapReduce frameworks, suggested to implement the proposed method. It offers a set of in-memory primitives based on Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs), a structure that stores
data in such a way that later computations can be easily parallelized in distributed machines. RDDs allow to cache or redistribute intermediate results,
which enables the design of data processing pipelines.

3

A Recommendation Method with Context Awareness
Based on Topic Detection in Current Trend Interest

In this section, the proposal of a CA-CB recommendation method is introduced.
It fits into the CA approach of contextual modeling, because it integrates contextual information in the model that is used to provide recommendations. The
aim of this method is to build a contextualized user profile, taking into account
user preferences and the current context.
The scheme of the proposal is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of five phases, which
are described in the next subsections.

Fig. 1. General scheme of the proposal.

3.1

Domain Semantic Analysis

The domain D consists of a set of documents that describe items to be recommended. Initially, the terms that characterize documents are the words that
appear in them. However, this set of terms have to be stemmed using the Porter
Stemmer algorithm [13], in order to unify words that have the same lexical root.
Once terms are stemmed, the TFIDF document profiles, prof ileTd F IDF , are built
according to Eq. 1.
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Next, the matrix of TFIDF document profiles is processed by the technique
LSA to reduce its dimensionality. Applying a singular value decomposition, the
initial matrix, T F IDF , consisting of documents, d, described in the term space,
is decomposed in a reduced matrix of documents described in the feature space,
U , a singular value vector, s, and a matrix of terms, t, described in the feature space, V (see Eq. 3). In this way, we obtain the profile of both terms and
documents in the feature space, which compose the domain semantic model:
= {ut,1 , . . . , ut,f }
prof ileLSA
d

(4)

prof ileLSA
= {vt,1 , . . . , vt,f }
t

3.2

(5)

User Profiles Building

The previous phase has built a model consisting of terms and documents profiles.
In addition, user profiles must be available in the same feature space, so that
documents and user profiles are comparable. The system holds a set of ratings,
R = {ru,d }, that shows, for each user, the items in which he/she has expressed
some interest: commenting, voting, buying, etc.:
Ru = {d

s.t.

(6)

ru,d ∈ R}

Given that documents profiles are available in the feature space (see Eq. 4),
we can generate user profiles in the same space, aggregating document profiles
of preferred items:
prof ileLSA
=
u

#

d∈Ru

3.3

prof ileLSA
={
d

#

d∈Ru

prof ileLSA
d,1 , . . . ,

#

d∈Ru

prof ileLSA
d,f } (7)

Context Model Building

In this phase, the context model is built to take into account the current trend
interests in the recommendation process: documents more similar to current
issues will be more relevant. The proposal is to use the status updates of a
popular microblogging service, Twitter, as the source of current trend interests.
From these status updates, the system generates a context model that will be
used to transform the user profile into a contextualized user profile.
Firstly, terms that appear in status updates must be stemmed, and after
that, the system filters out stemmed terms that do not appear in the semantic
model generated in the first phase (see Eq. 5). Next, a clustering of the filtered
stemmed terms takes place, so that, each cluster, ci , determines a context topic,
avoiding topics with very similar meaning. We propose a fuzzy c-means clustering
,
algorithm [19] that groups the terms using their feature vector, prof ileLSA
t
calculating distances based on cosine correlation coefficient. After that, context
topic profiles are generated in the feature space, aggregating the profiles of the
terms included in each cluster (see Eq. 8).
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=
prof ileLSA
ci

#

t∈ci

3.4

prof ileLSA
={
t

#

prof ileLSA
t,1 , . . . ,

t∈ci

#

t∈ci

prof ileLSA
t,f }
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(8)

Contextualizing User Profiles

Once we have user profiles and context topic profiles, our aim is to combine
them to provide contextualized and personalized recommendations. Regarding
this purpose, firstly, given a target user, the system selects those topics most
similar to the user’s profile. Our proposal is to calculate the cosine coefficient
between context topics and the user’s profile, selecting the cj that has a greater
coefficient (see Eq. 9).
cj = argmax
ci

cosine(prof ileLSA
, prof ileLSA
)
u
ci

(9)

Next, the user’s profile and the selected context topic’s profile are combined,
providing the user’s contextualized profile. We apply a convex combination (see
Eq. 10): the greater the value of α, the more importance of the user’s profile
over the selected context topic’s profile. In this way, the user’s profile has been
transformed to a contextualized profile, adapted to both user’s preferences and
context.
LSA
+ (1 − α) ∗ prof ileLSA
prof ileLSA
C,u = α ∗ prof ileu
cj

3.5

(10)

Prediction

In this phase, for each document that describes an item to be recommended,
we make a prediction of suitability, considering the user’s contextualized profile.
Finally, the system will recommend a list of the most suitable items, described
by the top N documents, sorted by pu,d .
%
$
LSA T
pu,d = prof ileLSA
C,u ∗ prof iled

4

(11)

MapReduce Implementation

In this section, some guidelines for the implementation with MapReduce are
provided. The phases of the proposed method can be implemented, according to
the MapReduce paradigm, using one or more Map operations and one or more
Reduce operations, that will be distributed and performed in a parallelized way
by the workers, typically, the nodes in a computer cluster (see Sect. 2.3).
Next, we include some MapReduce patterns for implementing the consecutive
phases of the proposed method:
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1. Domain semantic analysis.
– Map (stemming):<d, {w}> → <d, {t}>.
– Map: <d, t> → <(d, t), 1>
– Reduce (sum): {<(d, t), 1>} → <(d, t), tf >.
– Map: <(d, t), tf > → <t, 1>
– Reduce (sum): {<t, 1>} → <t, idf >.
For SVD algorithms, see [20,21].
2. Build user profiles.
– Map:
<u, {prof ileLSA
|d ∈ Ru }> → <(u, x ∈ f eaturespace), {prof ileLSA
d
d,x }>.
LSA
– Reduce (sum): {<(u, x), prof ileLSA
>}
→
<(u,
x),
prof
ile
>.
u,x
d,x
3. Build context model.
– Map (stemming): <d, {w}> → <d, {t}>.
For c-means algorithms see [22].
– Map: <ci , {prof ileLSA
|t ∈ ci }> → <(ci , x), {prof ileLSA
t
t,x }>.
– Reduce (sum): {<(ci , x), prof ileLSA
>}
→
<(c
,
x),
prof
ileLSA
i
t,x
ci ,x >.
4. Contextualize user profiles.
– Map: <u, (prof ileLSA
, {prof ileLSA
})> → <u, (ci , cos(prof ileLSA
,
u
ci
u
))>.
prof ileLSA
ci
, prof ileLSA
))>} → <u, cj >.
– Reduce (argmax): {<u, (ci , cos(prof ileLSA
u
ci
5. Prediction:
&
$
%
LSA
– Map: <u, prof ileLSA
>
→
<u, d, prof ileLSA
∗
C,u , prof iled
C,u
'
%
$
T
>.
prof ileLSA
d
&
% '
$
LSA T
– Reduce (top N): {<u, d, prof ileLSA
>} → <u, {d1 ,
∗
prof
ile
C,u
d
..., dN }>.

5

Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper, we have studied the integration of contextual information in a CB,
providing more suitable recommendations when considering that global interests
change over time and can affect user preferences. A CA-CB recommendation
method has been proposed, which builds a contextualized user profile, using
the status updates that a microblogging service (Twitter) provides. The context
is made up of a big set of words, which are clustered using a fuzzy c-means
algorithm, in order to obtain a meaningful set of topics. In addition, given the
large size of the data, a MapReduce approach has been considered to achieve
better performance.
Further works will be oriented to apply this method in different scenarios,
using Spark as the MapReduce framework to manage big data.
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